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Abstract 
Forestry operations in Sweden can be traced a long way back in history. The overall emphasis 
has traditionally been on the forests’ economic or profitable role, even though they are also of 
great ecological and social interests. Nevertheless, the focus has shifted during the last decade 
due to the impact of sustainable development. A new Forestry Act has now provided the 
Swedish forestry with a new policy which is guided by two equally-weighted objectives; 
production and environmental concern. The European Union (EU) has also adapted to the 
direction of sustainable development. It places particular interest in the creation of sustainable 
coastal areas within the union. 
 
The aim of the Bachelor of Science thesis was to investigate how Swedish coastal forest 
owners define their role in the creation of sustainable coastal forests. The study is built on 
interviews which were conducted with seven forest owners, all of whom have properties in 
the coastal zones of Östergötland and Kalmar. These two counties are situated in the south-
eastern part of Sweden. 
 
The study raises three different issues. The first is the manner in which the informants shape 
their knowledge of the existing forestry legislation, based on their identities and 
responsibilities. The second concerns the preconditions with which they are faced when 
managing their coastal forest properties and whether or not they see the new legislation as a 
shift in focus. The final issue highlights the importance of local knowledge and looks at the 
participation of the informants in the development of new regulations. 
 
The following conclusions are drawn from the investigations. Many owners of forest 
properties do not identify themselves as forest owners; it is therefore important to be aware of 
this distinction which is made between being a forest owner and being the holder of a forest 
property. The coastal forest owners who were interviewed run their forests according to their 
individual situations. Because of this they do not appear to be part of any shift of focus within 
the Swedish forestry. As a result, they may not have a defined role in its development. This 
role would probably be clearer or greater if their local knowledge were more explicitly 
valuated.   
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Introduction 
Forestry operations in Sweden can be traced a long way back in history. A large area of the 
country is, and has been, covered with forests. It has therefore been natural for society to use 
these resources in its development.1 Today the forest industry still plays a significant role in 
the national economy. As much as 55 percent of the annual net export income is related to the 
production of timber.2 The forests also play an important role in the Swedish environment. 
They influence e.g. the regional ecosystems and climate in various ways.3 Approximately 
23,5 million hectares, or 52 percent of the country’s area is covered with productive forests 
today.4 All these trees constitute, among other things, a considerable sink of carbon dioxide, 
which is of interest in the current debate of climate change. Investigations have also showed 
that the forests are important as habitats since it shelters many species.5 Furthermore, being a 
common feature in the Swede’s surroundings, the forests have a pronounced role as 
recreational grounds and provide numerous opportunities for outdoor activities too.6 
 
In other words, the forests and the forestry are of significant interest and thus carefully 
observed from almost everywhere. There are many opinions with respect to the administration 
of forest-related issues and many are the various operators who seek to satisfy their particular 
interests in the forests. However, the overall emphasis has traditionally been placed on the 
proper management of the forests in a yielding, or forest production, way of speaking.7 This 
was previously the appropriate political point of view too.8  
 
Although, there was a shift in political focus during the last decade.9 The 1994 forestry 
legislation provided the Swedish forestry with a new policy. This policy was guided by two 
equally-weighted objectives; productivity and environmental concern.10 The emphasis of the 
Swedish forestry as the basis of not just one but two objectives placed on an equal footing, the 
objective of production and the objective of environment, is a political declaration It indicates 
a political attempt to steer the Swedish forestry in a new direction, one which is more suited 
to the increasingly growing international movement towards sustainable development.11  
 
Sustainable development, the current appropriate international solution to environmental 
problems, consists of a three-way approach.12 Instead of considering only the economic 
perspective, as has been the case in forestry so far, the solution is to give equal attention to the 
ecological, social and economic perspectives. In doing so, the multiple interests served by the 
Swedish forests would thus be better taken care of. The new approach has brought biological 
diversity and social or cultural values into discussions about forestry. For example, the main 
paragraph of the Forest Act with its two objectives states: 

 

                                                           
1 de Jong J. et al. (1999) 
2 Statsskogsutredningen (2002)  
3 Waring R. H. and Running S. W. (1998) 
4 de Jong J. et al. (1999)   
5 Storrank B. (2002)  
6 Statsskogsutredningen (2002)  
7 Öckerman A. (1998)  
8 ibid. 
9 Eckerberg K. (1998) 
10 Ingvarsson L. (2001)  
11 Eckerberg K. (1998)  
12 World Commission on Environment and Development   
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“The forest is a national resource. It shall be managed in such way as to 
prove valuable yield and at the same time preserve biodiversity. Forest 
management shall also take into account other public interests.”13 

 
Living Forests is one of the fifteen national environmental quality objectives which were 
adopted by the Swedish parliament in 1999.14 It states that: 
 

“Within one generation, the value of the forest and the woodland to 
biological diversity is to be protected even as the biological diversity is 
retained and the values of cultural environment and social values are 
upheld.”15 

 
It is no coincidence that the biological diversity is being highlighted in this manner. In the 
1980s there was widespread concern, among others within nature conservation organisations, 
with respect to the decrease in the area of small habitats.16 The concern was eventually dealt 
with on a national level. The operators involved decided to increase the awareness of the 
locations of these small habitats, so they could be better preserved.17 During this time the 
concept key habitat replaced the former small habitat. The government commissioned the 
National Board of Forestry to take an inventory of the forest properties of small-scale forest 
owners, i.e., properties up to 5,000 hectares. The woodland key habitat inventory was 
launched in the beginning of the 1990s, resulting in an inventory of approximately 11,900,000 
hectares of land and a mapping of more than 40,000 key habitats.18 The authorities were 
provided with much new information about the most vital surroundings of the Swedish 
forests. The commotion was thus settled.19 
 
As mentioned above, the political shift in focus regarding the Swedish forestry was preceded 
by international movements. The concentration on environmental concern and biodiversity is, 
for example, to be viewed in the light of the Convention on Biological Diversity and the 
Forest Principles. These are both from the UN Conference on Environment and Development 
in Rio de Janeiro 1992. There is also the Helsinki agreement on sustainable forestry.20 These 
agreements, ratified by Sweden, all emphasise the protection of environmentally valuable 
forests.  
 
Another cause of the political shift in focus is the ongoing urbanisation, caused by people 
moving into towns or larger villages. Forests are no longer obvious places of support or 
occupation. The Swedish government is therefore facing an increasing sector of the 
population which cares more about the social values of the forest (such as its recreational 
aspects) and less about the economic aspects of forestry. The political emphasis on 
sustainable development may subsequently also be seen as an attempt to satisfy these voters. 
 
Sustainable development is also seen as the appropriate solution to environmental issues 
within the European Union. The coastal zone has always been of strategic importance and 
today approximately 50 percent of the Union’s population lives within 50 kilometres of the 
                                                           
13 Regional Forestry Board (2.) 
14 Miljömålsportalen 
15 ibid. (translated) 
16 Norén M. (ed.) (1999)  
17 ibid.  
18 ibid. 
19 ibid. 
20 Eckerberg K. (1998) 
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coast. 21 Several businesses have therefore developed along the coast over the years, 
competing with each other for space. What is perhaps even more problematic is that they also 
compete with natural habitats of the coast and its adapted species. Consequently, the creation 
of a sustainable management of the coastal zones has received special priority within the 
European Union.22 Although Sweden is a sparsely populated country, its coastal zones are 
also under hard pressure, due to numerous competitive activities in the region.23 Due to these 
circumstances, the present study will be confined to Swedish coastal forests, raising the 
question of sustainability in this particular region. 
 
In summary, a variety of events brought about the Swedish authorities’ decision to start the 
huge task of shifting national policies concerning forestry. As with any project, many sectors 
have to co-operate to make it successful. I argue that private owners of forest properties 
constitute a vital part of this particular project. As much as 80 percent of the forests in 
southern Sweden is under private ownership.24 Taken together, the individual actions of these 
private owners can make a significant difference in the management of Swedish forests. The 
question I would like to ask is whether the private forest owners are actively involved in, and 
active operators of, this project or not. What do they think about this shift in focus? What 
responsibility do they consider that they have with regards to the creation of sustainable 
coastal forests? 

Aim 
The aim of this Bachelor of Science thesis is to investigate the Swedish coastal forest owners’ 
view of their responsibilities for realising the vision of a sustainable forestry in Sweden. That 
is, what they consider to be their responsibility in the implementation of the new Swedish 
Forestry Policy and its two equally-weighted objectives of production and environmental 
concern. 
 
The main question is, how do Swedish coastal forest owners define their role in the creation 
of sustainable coastal forests? 

Method 
Choosing the research method  
  
I chose to perform a qualitative study since the purpose of this thesis was to examine the 
forest owners’ opinions on certain issues. Qualitative studies may, for example, consist of 
interviews of different characters or questionnaires. According to Trost, the use of qualitative 
interviews is about understanding the informant’s thoughts and feelings and what experiences 
he or she has.25 In other words, it is about understanding the informant’s world of conception. 
The empirical material for this Bachelor of Science thesis is therefore based on qualitative 
interviews.  
 
The character of an interview is defined by the arrangement of its questions.26 There are two 
extremes. On one hand, the framework can be very rigid, requiring strict answers, as is the 
case with questionnaires in general. On the other hand, the structure can be completely open, 
                                                           
21 Europeiska kommissionen (2001)  
22 ibid. 
23 Segrell B. (1995) 
24 Svenska institutet  
25 Trost J. (1997)  
26 ibid.  
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i.e., with previously undefined questions and answers. In between these extremes there are 
variants which are more or less attached to either end of the spectrum. The type of interview I 
have used in this research is one such variant, called a semi-structural interview. This means 
that I had predetermined questions, or rather fields of questions, but that I wanted the 
informants to answer openly. I was more interested to discover why the informants thought 
the way they did, or how they reasoned, rather than just the fact that they had a certain point 
of view. Leaving the answers open allows every interview to develop its own core, so to 
speak, and allows me, as the interviewer, to follow the informant’s theme to a deeper extent 
than the original question had provided for. An interview also gives a deeper personal 
connection with the informant than a questionnaire research does, as well as a greater 
opportunity to read between the lines.  
 
Examinations of forest owners’ opinions or conceptions have so far been rare.27 This, 
according to Lindén, is because of the traditional division of science into separate fields.28 
Social sciences have, as a rule, been concerned with humans in their social context and 
problems within or connected to the society. Natural sciences, on the other hand, have focused 
on the biological, physiological or ecological nature and so on. Consequently, human 
behaviour in nature or in the environment is a problem without a scientific field, since it sort 
of fell in between. In the past one or two decades however, this gap has been recognised and 
started to be addressed.29 This Bachelor of Science thesis will most likely end up in that 
particular gap, since my attempt is to capture the viewpoints of the forest owners.  
 
Informant(s) is the term I will use for the person(s) I have interviewed. There are different 
opinions of how to regard the person who is interviewed and what to call him or her.30 By 
selecting the term informant(s) I want to emphasise that the collected empirical material is the 
result of interplay between the person interviewed and I, as two active subjects.31 One of the 
subjects (i.e. me as the interviewer) searches for some information to gain new insight into a 
particular matter, while the other (i.e. the person interviewed) gives the requested information, 
and hopefully gets some new experience about herself or himself in return. Arguing, as I have 
have done, that an interview consists of not one but two relations form a part of the 
perspective of symbolic interactionism.32 However, the two relations are not equal. The fact 
that the interviewer does know the questions from the beginning implies an inevitable shift of 
power, in the interviewer’s favour.33  
 
The interviews 
 
Selection 
The thesis is based on interviews with owners of forest properties in the geographical area of 
focus for the EU LIFE environment project Coastal Woodlands. Its purpose is to find 
innovative ways of including the coastal forests in an integrated coastal zone management by 
the Baltic Sea.34 The Coastal Woodlands project will run between 2002 and 2006 and 

                                                           
27 Stenseke M. (1997), Lindén A-L. (1994) 
28 Lindén A-L. (1994, 1997) 
29 Lindén A-L. (1994) 
30 Seidman I. (1998)  
31 Trost J. (1997) 
32 ibid. 
33 ibid. 
34 Regional Forestry Board (1.), Regional Forestry Board Östra Götaland (2003) 
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comprises the coastal regions of the counties of Östergötland and Kalmar, which are located 
in the south-eastern section of Sweden.35  
 
The number of forest properties in the project area is high and so is the number of forest 
owners. There are namely 3,404 properties and 4,865 owners.36 The informants therefore had 
to be subjected to a selection process. The project area consists of four districts (Norrköping, 
Västervik, Oskarshamn and Kalmar) managed by the Regional Forestry Board. One 
consultant from each of these districts was asked to compile a list of between 10 and 15 forest 
owners, from which the informants (forest owners) could be selected. My requirements were 
that the potential informants should all have properties by the coastal border, that the 
properties were of different sizes and that the group of informants consisted of both men and 
women. The lists consisted of the names and addresses of the potential informants, as well as 
the names of the properties. In addition, there was information pertaining to whether these 
properties were situated on the mainland or islands, whether they included protected land and 
the size of the properties. Finally, the initial list of around 50 properties was narrowed down 
to seven informants. The criterion for the final selection was to spread the informants as 
widely as possible, in order to get as many different property perspectives within the small 
selection. The remaining list served both as a possible backup and an assurance to me that the 
final informants had not been handpicked by anyone. 
 
The final results of the selection were:  

- informants from different districts (Norrköping 2, Västervik 3, Oskarshamn 0 and 
Kalmar 2)  

- both men and women (men 6, women 1) 
- properties of different sizes (hectare of productive forest: ∼20 1, ∼30 1, ∼50 1, ∼80 2, 

∼200 1 ∼1000 1)  
- owners residing or not residing on their properties (resident 5, non-resident 2) 
- properties both on islands and the mainland (island 3, mainland 4). 

 
Performance 
Eight informants were initially contacted by post. This was followed by a telephone call to 
schedule the interview. This resulted in four bookings for interviews, one unanswered 
telephone call and abstentions from three informants. One of the three prospects who 
abstained from giving interviews did so because this person’s schedule would not permit the 
time. The other two stated that they were not real forest owners, i.e., they did not know that 
much about forestry. Neither did they have the time. Although I tried to stress that their level 
of knowledge did not matter, they persisted with their abstentions. This may therefore have 
affected the final selection. It seems that there is a large category of forest owners who do not 
consider themselves to be forest owners. If those are not included in the group of informants, 
then I may have lost an important category. Nevertheless, two of the informants who had 
agreed to do the interview had also hesitated before I explained that neither the knowledge 
they have nor the amount of work they do in the forest was of relevance to the investigation. 
Three additional informants were subsequently contacted to make up the shortfall earlier. 
These three persons owned properties which possessed similar characteristics to those of the 
individuals who had declined to be interviewed. Contact was initiated only by the telephone 
this time. Bookings for three more interviews were thus secured. One of these three had been 
reluctant to participate due to a perceived deficiency in knowledge of forestry. It is therefore 
hoped that I have had some success in including the category of “non-forest owner” with this 
                                                           
35 ibid. 
36 Thor B. 
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addition, despite the initial abstention. It was unfortunately impossible to get in touch with the 
eighth informant from the first batch and I decided therefore to proceed on the basis of seven 
interviews. 
 
I formulated a questionnaire during the process of planning the interviews (see enclosure 1). 
The structure of the questions facilitated open answers and thus the interviews all differed 
from each another. The follow-up questions turned out differently as well, since the informant 
talked about and returned to different aspects during the course of the interview. I performed 
all the interviews myself. Five of the interviews took place at the informants’ homes and two 
at the informants’ place of work. The informants were allowed to choose the location for the 
interview that they found most convenient, i.e., home or office. The reason for this was to 
enable them to feel relaxed during the process. The interviews lasted for about forty minutes.  
 
The informants were informed of the study by post, as well as by telephone in connection to 
the setting of the date for the interview. They were told that participation in the interview was 
voluntary and that they were guaranteed complete anonymity. This information was also 
repeated at the beginning of the interviews. They were also informed that they were free to 
terminate the interview whenever they wished. Nobody did. The anonymity criterion is 
satisfied by not showing any personal data, neither when working with nor presenting the 
results.  
 
All the informants agreed to be recorded during the interview. This facilitated greater 
concentration on what was being said instead of on note-taking. Before recording interviews it 
is important to reflect upon if or how this will affect the answers.37 I did not think that the 
informants would be adversely affected by the recording process, since the questions were not 
particularly delicate, not ethically speaking or in any other way. The informants did not 
appear to think otherwise. I did a brief summary of what was discussed and experienced after 
each interview for future remembrance. 
 
Analysis 
The recorded material was transcribed soon after each interview had taken place. Analysis of 
the material took place immediately after the transcription of the last recording. The basic 
procedure for me was to trace and identify similarities between the responses from the seven 
interviews. The core of each interview was also identified. That is, I found out that issue 
which each informant emphasised and tended to return to during the interview. Each of these 
cores was then compared to what had been said about that particular issue in the other 
interviews. The themes which were subsequently identified, are presented in the following 
sections. I have translated all quotations into English, but the original versions of the 
statements are attached (see enclosure 2). In a few quotations, my questions are attached and 
appear in brackets. The quotations and their surrounding contexts were sent to the informants 
for their comments. None of them disagreed with the use of their expressions in those 
contexts.  

Identified themes 
I identified three themes from the analysis of the interviews. Each theme will be presented 
and discussed in the following sections. The forest owners have been placed at the centre of 
all these themes, since the investigation concerns the manner in which they define their role in 
the creation of sustainable coastal forests.  

                                                           
37 Trost J. (1997) 
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The first theme concerns the shaping of knowledge. The section is entitled “Shaping 
knowledge: identity, responsibility and information”. It begins by describing the informants’ 
view of themselves as forest owners and the responsibilities involved in the management of a 
forest property. The informants’ sources of information and their understanding of 1994 
forestry legislation are subsequently discussed. 
 
The next section deals with the characteristics and local preconditions of coastal forests and 
forestry. It is entitled “Sustainable forestry in coastal areas: an old tradition rather than 
something imposed by the new legislation?”. The overlying theme is about coastal 
prerequisites for sustainable forests. 
 
The third and last theme, entitled “The treatment of local knowledge”, highlights the 
importance of local knowledge. In the section the informants’ participation in the creation of 
sustainable coastal forests is discussed. The question of whether their local familiarity with 
this region is being evaluated or not is also raised. 

Shaping knowledge: identity, responsibility and information 
When planning this study and locating prospective informants, I expected to encounter forest 
owners, i.e., seven owners of coastal forest properties. For is a forest owner not one who owns 
a forest? This is apparently not the case, since I had only met one forest owner when all the 
interviews had been completed. In reality, the hesitation displayed by some of the informants 
during the telephone call when the interview was booked had provided some indication of this 
possibility. They were all asked during the interview if they identified themselves as forest 
owners. There was only one answer in the affirmative.  

 
“Yes, I do. Since it is a large part of my occupation and the forest takes up a 
significant portion of my interest. It is actually fun, to work in the forest, it certainly 
is.” (1)  

 
Five of the other informants viewed themselves as forest owners only sometimes, or less 
frequently, while the seventh never did. The interviews imply that identifying oneself as a 
forest owner has more to do with the extent to which the person is involved in the forestry, 
than with the actual possession of a forest property in itself. For those informants who 
occasionally thought of themselves as forest owners, the forest-owner identity seemed to 
appear in situations when they were actively involved with their forest-related work. 
 

I do, but not always. When you work with it. Sure you do. It is part of the income.  
(2)  
 
I do sometimes. But I mainly think of myself as (the main occupation). It occupies 
such a huge portion of my time. The forest itself comes secondary. (3)  
 

According to Trost and Levin, the process of adapting one’s identification to one’s current 
situation is a continuous one which happens quite often to most people.38 As indicated in the 
underlying message found in some of the informants’ explanations - “when you work with it” 
or “I mainly think of myself” - every individual has several identities. Trost and Levin 
maintain that the most suitable identity is brought to the fore in certain situations, while some 

                                                           
38 Trost J. and Levin I. (1999) 
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identities (such as age and gender) are always present.39 They claim, together with other 
authors, that identity is a socially constructed thing, the result of an ongoing comparison with, 
as well as interaction between an individual and other people in the surroundings. In this case 
the possible formation of the informant’s “forest owner” identity has probably been preceded 
by a comparison with the surrounding people, including both “real” forest owners and non-
forest owners. 
 
The structure of forest ownership changed in Sweden during the second half of the 20th 
century.40 This was due to several reasons. There has, for example, been widespread 
mechanisation and rationalisation within farming and forestry. This decreased the number of 
people occupied in these spheres of activity. There was also increased urbanisation. However, 
forest properties tend to be kept within the family, i.e., they are not normally sold on the open 
market.41 This combination increases the number of forest owners who do not live on their 
properties and/or get the greater part of their income from other sources. I assert that these 
changes may be part of the reason why some forest owners do not identify themselves as 
such. This is because the changes may not only result in a physical distance between forest 
owners and their properties, but also psychological distances between the two. 
 
When the informants hereafter are referred to as non-forest owners, I allude to their own 
statements. An outsider may nevertheless be confused, because although the informants did 
not identify themselves as forest owners, several admissions during the interviews rather gave 
the opposite impression. Their properties provide them with a certain place to refer to and 
make it incumbent upon them to perform certain activities, both on the actual property and 
within their more personal place. This provides a plausible explanation of the sometimes 
contradictory impressions given by the informants. That being the case, I think it is important 
to distinguish between being a forest owner and owning a forest property, even if these might 
seem closely related. 
 
In line with the argument above, all of the informants referred to themselves as the managing 
directors of their properties when asked who was in charge of running the forest or the 
forestry. As the owners, they thought they ought to be the ones in charge of managing the 
properties:  
 

“The forest owner himself. There is nobody else to blame. Responsibility for its 
management and for observing the provisions of the existing Acts of course.” (4)  

 
“The property holder, I think. And of course, taking advice from the Regional 
Forestry Board and so on. It is all about getting the right advice. /…/ (Who do you 
think should decide what is “right”?) Good question. That is one of the advantages of 
this small-farmer forestry, I think, people manage their forests differently. In that 
way they become more diversified.” (5)  
 

Society’s governing principles are emphasised in the two quotations above, as well as in the 
answers to the question concerning the demands which the informants have to face as owners 
of a forest property. Most of the informants mentioned legislation on the forests and forestry 
as an obvious standard for forest property owners. 
 
                                                           
39 ibid. 
40 Stenseke M. (1997), Törnqvist T. (1995) 
41 Törnqvist T. (1995) 
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“One have the legislation which is in force today. It definitely applies to me as well.  
In addition, the green forestry plan in which the different stands are mapped is rather 
superb. The aim is to work through each stand during the 10-year-period in which the 
plan is valid. We proceed slowly but steadily.” (6)  
 
“The society always demands. /…/ They can come up with anything. At the 
beginning of my career (in the 80s) there was a huge drive towards felling trees. 
Nowadays there are all sorts of environmental regulations. There are as much in that 
direction instead. There are actually many more regulations than there were before. 
You now have to display a willingness to comply with all these environmental 
regulations.” (7)  
 

In spite of that the forest owners considered themselves to be the ones responsible for the 
forest and believed that it was important to follow the existing legislation, they were generally 
unaware of the fact that new forestry legislation with provisions for two equally-weighted 
objectives had been introduced in 1994.  
 

“(A new Forestry Act was introduced in 1994.)  
Well, it supposedly was. 
(It changed the approach to running the forestry in Sweden, such that environmental 
considerations were placed on an equal footing with production objectives. Did this 
affect you?) 
I do not think so, because I believe that I try to show such consideration anyway 
since I, this is something that one tends to do automatically. You look at the whole 
forest, you do not want it to look bad.” (8) 

 
“(The new Forestry Act of 1994 placed production objectives on an equal footing 
with environmental considerations.  
How was it before? 
(Natural considerations did not have the same importance at all.) 
No. 
(How has this affected you as a forest owner?) 
It affected me 10 years earlier. I would say that this was what I fought with the local 
representative of the Regional Forestry Board about.” (9)  
 
“(The new Forestry Act was introduced in 1994, placing production objectives on an 
equal footing with environmental considerations. Did this affect you?)  
I have not thought about it. But I suppose that this is because one is not 100 percent 
committed to all aspects: forest, farming and fishing.” (10)  
 

The informants where also asked if they had been notified of the coming legislation. Nobody 
recalled that they had been notified, but some of them were not sure if this was due to a lack 
of attention to information received on their part or if it was because no information had been 
provided. 
 

“(Were you informed about the Act when it was introduced?) 
Most likely, but I did not think that much about it.” (11)  
 
“(Do you think you were well prepared when the new Act was introduced?) 
I got absolutely no information.  
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(Did you attempt to obtain information on your own afterwards?) 
One receives notification later. They come here afterwards. One also learns from 
other forest owners with respect to what happened to them and how they acted.” (12)  

 
“(Did you get enough information to be able to follow the Act when it was 
introduced?) 
No, I do not know. But it could be my fault, it is hard to find time to read and ponder 
over such matters.” (13)  

 
How does this come together? That is, thinking of the property owner as the manager and 
pointing out legislation as a requirement for forest property owners on one hand while 
ignoring existing or forthcoming legislation on the other?  
 
A part of the explanation may lie in the informants’ view of themselves. That is, the fact that 
they do not consider themselves to be forest owners. If the forest property is not the owners’ 
main occupation then they may not have enough time to get as involved in each aspect of their 
property as they would like. But the above quotations do not only illustrate the difficulties 
experienced by the informants in processing vital information due to lack of time. 
Additionally, some of them also claim that the information from Swedish authorities 
regarding forthcoming legislation was insufficient or even lacking in existence. This I will 
address later in this thesis, but first, the information which is actually absorbed by the 
informants will be investigated.  
 
It has now been nine years since the shift in focus was implemented. The authorities have had 
time to inform forest owners afterwards about environmental considerations and the forestry’s 
environmental objective. In Sweden, for example, it is compulsory to notify the Regional 
Forestry Board before felling more than half a hectare of woodland. Such a procedure 
involves a visit to the particular area by a consultant from the Regional Forestry Board about 
four times out of ten. This consultant then gives advice on the proper procedures to follow 
during the felling process.42 Södra is an economic association owned by 34,000 forest 
property owners in southern Sweden.43 They often facilitate contacts with the Regional 
Forestry Board and notify on felling operations for their members. In such cases one of their 
representatives visits the particular area and gives advice.44 According to the informants, 
advice received from the consultants, both from Södra and even more from the Regional 
Forestry Board, was most common means of getting information regarding how to act within 
the existing legislation. 
 

“You have to cover as many bases as possible. Thus one cannot get too deeply 
involved in all of them. One has to leave that up to others instead. So one gets 
assistance from the Regional Forestry Board, Södra and so on /…/ If you are about to 
do something in the forest, marking for felling for example, you contact for example 
the Regional Forestry Board as a rule /…/ since they enforce the regulations.” (14)  
 
“That is discussed when looking at the felling area, how to do it. Since they (Södra) 
have their directions of how much to spare.” (15)  
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“The Regional Forestry Board gives free advice and recommendations and those are 
good services. Among other things, they marked a key habitat for felling for us 
earlier this year.” (16)  

 
“And we rely on the Regional Forestry Board, which one ought to be able to do, is it 
not? Because we ourselves do not know.” (17)  

 
The Regional Forestry Board is thus, I take it, an important source of information, especially 
when it comes to felling-related advice. The interviews clearly showed that this was the 
source from which the informants had received most of their information regarding forestry 
legislation. The knowledge they have of this matter, I would say, may be described in terms of 
specific situation-adapted knowledge, rather than as knowledge of the grounds for various 
measures and background information for the legislation. Situation-adapted knowledge is, for 
example, what to consider when felling a particular stand. That is to say, the informants’ 
knowledge was still basic, even if these regulations have been practised for nine years and the 
underlying discussions or concerns started at least another decade ago. How is it then that the 
informants were not more familiar with the yet enormous shift in the Swedish forestry 
legislation?  
 
In the introduction I argued that participation of forest owners was crucial for a successful 
implementation of the new Swedish forestry legislation. However, one seldom receives a 
direct representation of the views of forest property owners when studying national 
documents on practices in the forestry or prioritised forestry-related issues. For example, 
forest owners are not mentioned in the environmental quality objective Living forests, or in its 
sub-objectives.45 This is perhaps because national documents are supposed to be all-
embracing, and forest owners will be emphasised in more concrete documents. Nevertheless I 
say, forest owners must be involved in the process if the proposals contained in those national 
documents are to be implemented. In line with this, Stenseke argues that a process of top-
down planning and regulation is not enough to instigate sustainable land use.46 An underlying 
assumption, at the national administrative level, seems to be that forest owners absorb the 
general information which is distributed. This is rather taken for granted when it comes to 
legislation. However, there seems to be some contradiction between assumption and reality, in 
the light of the conducted interviews. I will further discus this in the next section. I will also 
show that the informants are, after all, acquainted with the intentions of the new Act and 
conform to them, even though they are not familiar with the Act itself. 
 
National policies, such as those on forestry, are formulated by the Swedish parliament in the 
shape of objectives and laws. National administrative authorities specify them into criteria and 
recommendations. It may be said that they specify guidelines for a desirable way of living or 
acting and place these within an acceptable framework.47 The individual forest owner may or 
may not respond as expected when presented with these concepts as general information. 
Traditionally, misbehaviour or less than desirable actions are thought to be caused by 
insufficient or inadequate knowledge.48 Nonetheless, such actions may relate to other causes 
as well, in view of the informants’ tendency to settle for situation-adapted knowledge. It could 
for instance be due to a shortage of time or lack of convenience since they, according to 
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themselves, are not real forest owners anyway. It is possible that the informants primarily 
have their forest properties for another purpose than running as correct forestry as possible, 
seeing that most of them did not identify themselves as forest owners and did not have 
forestry as their main occupation.  
 
In the beginning of this section I argued that the changes in the structure of forest ownership 
might be part of the explanation regarding the reluctance of forest property owners to consider 
themselves as forest owners. By doing that I referred to Törnqvist who claimed that forests 
often are kept within the family.49 If this is the case then the present owner of a forest property 
has most likely inherited it. A comparison of the seven informants revealed that all of them 
had either inherited their properties or had inherited a part and later bought relatives out of the 
remaining share. Such course of events may very well entail emotional engagements and a 
sense of handing down traditions. In her discussions, Stenseke raises the view that the 
ambitions and driving forces of farmers tend to differ, i.e., that they are not a homogenous 
group.50 Neither are the coastal forest owners who were interviewed. Just like Stenseke’s 
investigations shows, I have observed that the attitudes of these individuals towards their 
properties also differ, as do their plans and purpose for the same.51  
 
The reason for the difference in the informants’ attitudes lies outside the scope of this thesis. 
Yet, it may be interesting to make a brief reflection. According to Lindén, an individual’s 
attitude is due to his or her set of values and attitudes.52 In other words, it is based on his or 
her understanding of the surroundings. A person’s attitudes toward his or her surroundings are 
built on knowledge, intuition and a willingness to take action in specific situations. Below this 
set of attitudes however, are more fundamental principles, namely values. Values may be 
described as more endurable belief that some actions are more important than others. These 
are therefore essential matters in the personal and social choices of an individual.53 
 
In turn, I think, the owner of a forest property probably has adequate knowledge to run the 
property according to his or her desired purpose, which may mean settling for situation-
adapted knowledge. New information which comes to the forest owner from outside is judged 
by its usefulness and suitability to the purpose at hand.54 Useful information is absorbed, 
converted into knowledge and adapted to the owner’s existing set of values and attitudes. 
Unsuitable information, however, might be judged as unnecessary.  
 
The answers given by the participants in the study indicated that this was the case with the 
new forestry legislation. Most of the informants were not sure whether they had received 
information about the new legislation or not. In any event, it was not information to which 
they had paid very much attention. Yet none of them seemed to be surprised at the contents of 
the new legislation. It seems likely that comprehensive information about the new legislation 
was judged as unnecessary by the informants and therefore not acknowledged. On the other 
hand, situation-adapted knowledge is apparently deemed to be useful information, since they 
are well informed in that regard. That is the information they need to be able to manage the 
forest property according to their definitions of properly. Another possible reason for this 
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dilemma could be that the manner in which the relevant authorities present the comprehensive 
information is such that it misses its target, instead appearing as unimportant to the receiver.  

Sustainable forestry in coastal areas: an old tradition rather than 
something imposed by the new legislation? 
When asked, all but one of the seven owners of coastal forest properties interviewed, thought 
that coastal forests differed from other types of forests. They also described and gave 
examples of characteristics of their coastal forests and features which distinguish coastal 
forestry from forestry in other woodland areas. The characteristics described are definitely 
part of the local prerequisites of coastal forestry in the counties of Östergötland and Kalmar. 
 
Some of the special features of coastal forestry which were described by the informants have 
to do with ground and soil conditions, as well as the proximity to the sea. 
 

“Of course the preconditions differ. /…/ the productive capacity is not excessively 
high and the quality of the wood is not excessively high. Sometimes it putrefies.” 
(18)  
 
“In coastal forests such as the ones here, the pine-trees are clearly shorter than those 
further inland. It grows pretty good anyway, surprisingly fine soil even if it looks 
barren. /…/ It is very rocky.” (19) 
 
“One must not thin the edges as hard as usual and so on, preventing it from blowing 
down. Things like that.” (20)  

 
These are natural preconditions, things which are difficult for humans to control. This is 
perhaps part of the reason why the composition of types of trees along the south-eastern 
coastal border is somewhat different from forests in the south of the country as a whole. The 
result from the inventory of key habitats for example indicates a high level of nature 
conservation values along the coast.55 This is in line with the explanation that one of the 
informants gave concerning the difference in composition between the coastal and inland 
forests: 
  

“Calculated as a percentage, the concentration of pine-trees is higher inland as well. 
The further in you go, the more spruces appear everywhere. But this is how we have 
lived since the old days, using arable lands for planting spruces. It is only recently 
that the mixed forest got its renaissance, where elements of leaves are placed among 
the pines. And I think such forests are better kept on the coast since we have these 
natural distinctions between rocks and depressions.” (21)  

   
The natural preconditions of coastal forestry also distinguish it from other forestry in southern 
Sweden in other respects. I noticed, for example, that the organisation of the society was a 
source of unrest to some of the informants. With the organisation of society I refer to the 
manner in which certain features of the society, for example its infrastructure, influence the 
capacity to run a profitable forestry in the coastal region. Owners of forest properties usually, 
sooner or later, clear some part of the forest. The timber is of economic value, not only to the 
owner, but also to a sawmill, for example. This is what the forest industry is all about, namely 
the selling and buying of timber. The procedure, however, requires a transport of timber from 
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the forest to the buyer. Transportation was clearly a matter of concern for the informants who 
were more actively involved in the forestry, especially those situated on islands. According to 
the informants, the collection of timber on islands or in rocky areas involves a greater effort 
on the part of the buyer with respect to the use of energy and resources as well as the 
consumption of time. This results in a smaller profit for the seller. 

 
“/…/ all the rocks make transportation more difficult /…/ one needs to have roads in 
order to reduce the cost of transportation and to be spared driving forest machines 
since these absorb the net yield.” (22) 
 
“All timber must be transported and (respecting the freight from the island) there is 
always less money left from the sale of the timber than (if it had originated on the 
mainland).” (23)  
 
“If you want to clear trees on the mainland in November and take them to the road in 
December, they may be able to collect them in January. If you do the exact same 
thing here then they will not come to get them until April, May. So you get paid 
faster (on the mainland) than (on the island). There is nothing to do about that.” (24) 

 
Thus, the informants’ transportation concerns had partly to do with the degree of accessibility 
to the woodlands and the added costs due to the transportation of the timber from island to 
mainland by sea. Their concerns also had to with the prevailing uncertainty with respect to 
actual time at which the business deal will be settled. Out of the interviews I realized that the 
issue of transportation from islands also brought about other negative matters. The informants 
explained that one way of keeping the costs down in an island-based timber operation is to 
avoid renting machines from the mainland, since that is expensive. Without efficient 
machines, however, the personal workload is much higher. To the forest owner it all comes 
down to a question of priority. Without machines, the workload might be too high and the 
forest owner may allow the timber to be freighted with its branches. This would decrease the 
nutrient supply to the felling area. As one informant explained: 
 

“If you fell a larger area (on the mainland) then you have all the chance in the world 
to splinter brushwood and so on. It is easy. But there is nothing left over from the 
freight here. (I) am of the opinion that the brushwood ought to stay in the forest, but I 
guess many are not. But I think it gives nutriment to the next plant. But that is 
something too. Because there would be as much brushwood here if you fell here as 
well as there.” (25)  

 
In addition to peculiarities stemming from infrastructure, there are other public-related 
conditions in the coastal region which influence the activities which are carried out there and 
must therefore be dealt with. The Shore Protection Act is clearly one example of this, as I saw 
in the interviews. The objective of the Shore Protection Act is mainly to facilitate public out-
door life and preserve good living conditions for animal- and plant life, both on land and in 
water.56 In short it regulates the usage of the space which lies within 100 metres of the water. 
The public, or “the mobile out-door life”, must be given access to the sea and the shoreline, 
because that scarce area is highly attractive as a place for recreation.57 To some people 
though, the shore is more than just any place. To the landowners, it is a piece of their own 
property. The activities of the owner of any seashore property will be restricted by the Act 
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which protects the shore. The informants were clearly familiar with this law. Almost all of 
them brought up the Shore Protection Act as a condition which influences the ownership of 
coastal forests. 
 

“But maybe that is the rather odd thing about coastal forests, that one simply must 
not fell trees everywhere. /…/ When it is very close to the shore or so I think. /…/ I 
would say you have to make it nice from the sea.” (26)  

 
“Well, there is the shore protection. You must not clear trees close to the coastline. 
/…/ you must leave some distance and that is I guess the mobile out-door life or what 
is it called, tourism. It is them, and of course, clear cuttings close to the sea do not 
look beautiful.” (27) 

 
So, the informants agreed that the preconditions of coastal forestry differ somewhat from 
other forms of forestry, not just naturally but also when it comes to certain legislative matters 
and relations with the general society. The environmental objective included in the forestry 
legislation of 1994 resulted in further environmental considerations, although not only for 
coastal forest owners. In the previous section, I pointed out that the informants saw the 
Regional Forestry Board as the main source of information in legislative matters and that they 
primarily absorbed situation-adapted information. In the interviews, the informants show that 
they have reflected upon issues which are connected to the 1994 Forestry Act and how they 
have been affected by the changes of the legislation. The quotations below illustrate how the 
informants bring environmental considerations to the fore, particularly when discussing 
clearing of trees. 
 

“Above all, I think it is important to follow the boundaries of nature, rocks and so on, 
and I try to leave seed-trees /…/ And the forest workers leave high stumps, etc.” (28) 
 
“Yes, that there is an environmental objective. Considering how one carry out 
clearings today, how high stumps are left and how the forest is saved along 
watercourses. /…/ It is reflected a little in the pricing as well. Possession of a 
certificate will give you a crown or a few crowns more per cubic metre.” (29)  
 
“You raise the standard continuously due to these environmental objectives. One 
probably considers it more nowadays. /…/ That is something to which one becomes 
more and more receptive to and works with. /…/ There are these typical examples of 
leaving a curtain by the river for example. You think carefully…leave high stumps 
on clearings and leave some trees. Naturally, I look more carefully for any particular 
values you should not go in to. And I know I have a few, they are left standing.” (30) 
 
“We later thought that it looked untidy because there were a lot remaining, you know 
branches and so on, but it is supposed to. For plants, insects, mushrooms and things 
like that. And now it looks different, now it has sort of rotted away.” (31)  
 

These quotations seem to reflect the fact that the informants were familiar with some of the 
changes in the Swedish forestry which had been brought about by 1994 legislation and its two 
equally-weighted objectives, even though they did not know of the law itself. Furthermore, I 
think it seems like they have reflected on the environmental considerations of the law in one 
way or another, and whether they think such considerations are worth taking or not. The fact 
of the matter is that, according to the interviews, it is quite clear that all of the informants not 
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only accept the environmental considerations, most of them also concurred with the ideas 
behind them. As the following statements will show, they also thought the environmental 
considerations were worth taking, at least to a certain degree. This degree varied from 
individual to individual and I will return to possible reasons for this a bit later.  
 

“As far the coastal forests are concerned almost anything can be an objection to that 
(more consideration of nature). We may need to preserve these forests in a 
reasonable way. It is not that much either and the rate production is not that high in 
this area.” (32)  
 
“Many flowers that I remember from childhood sprang up. These had not been there 
when they started with this (thinning out of archipelago). /…/ We saw, when we 
walked about, that some others had come out. /…/ We can see that this was worth 
doing. /…/ It did not make that much money, but we can tell that it was a good thing 
to do, it beautified the area. And as a matter of fact we think that is important.” (33) 
 
“As far as I am concerned, from the little I know about it, I would say that I do not 
mind. I do not mind leaving parts, trees and stumps. One are to save windfalls as 
well, that is fine. /…/ My opinion is that you should be able to show some 
consideration yourself as well.” (34) 

 
“Showing consideration is reasonable I think. But in what way, there are always 
considerations, but what is effective or not. It is difficult to know what gives the best 
result.” (35)  
 
“/…/ they find red-listed species everywhere. In almost all areas. Key habitats may 
shelter valuable species. Well, as a matter of fact I am doubtful. I think you ought to 
protect forest but not too much. And above all not too arbitrarily.” (36) 
 

So far the interviews have shown that due to the complex characteristics of the coastal forests, 
running forestry operations in this region involves more commitments than required in 
forestry on this latitude further inland. They have also pointed out that even though the 
informants did not know about the shift in forestry politics, such as the 1994 legislation, they 
had started to carry out its intentions. In spite of these forest owners’ already exposed 
position, or special position as they put it, I would say they still approved of the new 
regulations too. 
 
But even if all informants seemed to concur with the intention of the present forestry policy it 
is also clear that there is a limit to the amount of effort which can be made due to 
environmental considerations. The following statements serve to illustrate that everyone has a 
limit. This informant means there is an inherent risk in demanding further environmental 
considerations without regarding the local preconditions. One reason for differing levels of 
appreciation of these environmental considerations among forest owners may therefore be the 
composition of the forest property. In accordance with the interviews it can be said that the 
capacity or willingness to preserve further areas may differ, depending on how the property is 
composed.  
 

“Yes it was (valuable to save), but it is impossible today. No man in his senses would 
go to clear such an area (few trees on a rock), it could as well be there. But you 
cannot do that today. It has to go, otherwise they (authorities) take productive forest 
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on all sides. That is totally insane. I have seen it myself. /…/ They (inventory 
personnel) said this was virgin forest. ‘Virgin forest’ I said. ‘There is definitely no 
virgin forest here. I was there five to eight years ago thinning, it cannot be any virgin 
forest.’ They had apparently found two old oaks up on a rock. ‘Okay, fine, I shall 
leave them there,’ I thought. ‘But you have to shelter them, and then you have to 
preserve all of it with forest on all sides.’ ‘But this is no virgin forest, right?’ ‘No, but 
if you leave it for 20 years it will be.’ If so, it is meaningless to do inventories or 
whatever. You could just draw squares in the forest instead. Of course the forest will 
be virgin of nobody manages it. It is completely meaningless. (37) 
/…/ 
In the long run they (the authorities) will destroy a whole lot of natural values. 
Today, anything with the slightest risk of becoming a key habitat is the first thing 
you have to cut down. This is what every forest owner does today. Those things are 
highly dangerous to leave. If anyone finds something, it goes directly. Otherwise 
they will take several hectares for preserving. /…/ They are the experts at destroying 
natural values in this way.” (38) 

 
The local preconditions which the informant stresses above have to do with the presence of 
low-productive land. As described earlier, the characteristic coastal region is a barren rocky 
area. Such conditions lead to a lower forest production than may be the outcome in a fertile 
area. If the land produces less than one cubic metre of forest per year and hectare then it does 
not count as land for forestry operations.58 As a result, such an area is automatically excluded 
and cannot be considered spared or preserved. In the coastal region there are quite large 
expanses of low-productive land, due to the area’s characteristics.59 That is part of the reason 
why the last-quoted informant pointed this out, as much as a third of the property in question 
consists of low-productive land. Such circumstances, I think, probably increase the need, or 
the wish, to retain the rest of the property as productive woodlands.  
 
In addition to those local preconditions which were previously mentioned there is still the 
presence of low-productive land which decreases the informants’ areas of productive 
woodland. The archipelago contains many small islets. They may well consist of high-
productive land, but are rather to be seen as additional reduction in useful land area. This is 
due to the fact that they will most likely require a lot of extra effort in connection with a 
clearing operation. They are, for example, often inaccessible, thus raising the transportation 
costs.  
 
In the light of these last stated preconditions which coastal forest owners also have to deal 
with, I find the fact that they are keenly aware of the environmental considerations even more 
interesting. It certainly makes one wonder whether the political shift in focus in Sweden with 
respect to forestry is not in actual fact a shift for the coastal forest owners. Is it possible that it 
is a question of adjustment for them instead? Stenseke argues in her investigation that one has 
to consider the basis upon which to talk about a shift in focus.60 That is, shifting focus implies 
a particular, generally applicable, position to begin with. Stenseke means that if the local 
approach differs from the general national approach then one can hardly say there has been a 
local shift in focus.61 I think this makes sense, when all the characteristics discussed in this 
section are considered. Those natural preconditions have always influenced the activities in 
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this region and might have formed the basis of a forestry which is more oriented towards 
environmental considerations, as is reflected in the results of the key habitat inventory today. 
Comments from the informants may point in this direction as well. 
 

“These values of nature, they are there because forest owners saved them earlier. Not 
because the inventory personnel found them.” (39) 
 
“And (the previous owner) was quite, they (at the Regional Forestry Board) say, they 
mean (the owner) was a real forester. (The previous owner) did most of it the way it 
was supposed to be done, even if it was a long time ago. As it was supposed to be 
done back then, but apparently also as it is supposed to be done today. (The previous 
owner) had worked in a certain way. (The previous owner) did not clear the forest 
but chopped trees on (the previous owner’s) own in the winters and thinned as (the 
previous owner) wanted. It was obviously correct.” (40) 

  
“…do most of the work in the forest on my own. Earlier (a relative) helped too. Two 
years ago there was really a lot to do, on top of the island. It was an old and middle-
bad forest. Then we took out a machine and cleared an area, a rejuvenation area, it is 
called. That is the only time we ever used a machine I guess. But it turned out well, if 
you fix it afterwards.” (41) 
 
“As I see it, it is vital that, this coastal thing, that it may remain very much as it is. 
That everything, forests and lands are taken cared of and properly maintained. I think 
that is important. That it will not fade away or anything. We grew up there and we 
have our roots there.” (42) 

 
If the historical treatment and the natural preconditions of coastal forests have provided 
today’s coastal forest owners with a basis for more considerate forestry than those of the 
Swedish forestry in general, then my conclusion is that there has been no shift in focus from 
their perspective. That would mean that these forest owners are much more directed into 
sustainable forestry than generally assumed. In the light of this then it could be said that it 
makes sense that the informants had not paid more attention to the new legislation than they 
have according to the interviews. 

The treatment of local knowledge 
The informants were asked whether they thought forest owners ought to participate when new 
regulations regarding forests and forestry are developed or not. All of them thought they 
ought to, that the forest owners ought to participate was something which went without 
saying. 
 

“Of course. This must be the main body to which the ones in charge of these issues 
refer a proposed measure for consideration. Then the extent to which this is done and 
which constellations or hands the proposed measure is referred for consideration 
to…, if it is individual forest owners or associations… The forest owners have to be 
included in some way.” (43)  

 
Nevertheless, none of them said that they themselves had taken the chance to participate. That 
seemed to be due to their identification as non-forest owners, to some extent. The impression I 
received from the interviews was that the less the informant knew about forestry, and the less 
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time he or she spent working on it, the less likely he or she was to see a reason for personal 
participation. 
 

“Those who are able to get into it, they will (take part). Some do get into it, but I do 
not. There are those who are quite interested and get into things, and then I think they 
should be able to give their opinions.” (44) 
 
“Maybe not our kind of forest owners, but I definitely think that ordinary normal 
ones should be involved. Because it is your own forest after all and you should be 
able to have some influence. That is what I think.” (45) 

 
Another reason for them not to participate might be an implicit distinction made by the 
informants between forest owners as individuals and forest owners as part of an organisation. 
That is, thinking that forest owners’ participation is important, but more on the level of 
organisation.  
 

“If so, my organisations participate, LRF62.” (46)  
 
“No, everybody has an opportunity, but I have not used mine. You may express your 
opinion when you talk to people from Södra and they may in turn pass it on. /…/ In 
that way you may say you are included.” (47) 
 
“No, I cannot say (that I have been involved). We are members of Södra and that is a 
body for this. They have their meetings, which you can attend. Södra is my nearest 
association and I know the delegates going to conferences and stuff. So by indirect 
means you may probably be included there.” (48)  

 
To summarise, the informants find forest owners’ participation important when it is time to 
develop new regulations regarding forests and forestry. However, they seem to refer to 
knowledgeable and active forest owners when talking about forest owners and participation, 
not just “anybody” like themselves. Or they think of the organised mouthpieces of the forest 
owners who can also be found some distance away. How come they do not consider 
themselves to be participants which can be relied upon? To me it seems like the informants do 
not really believe that their contributions with respect to the knowledge of the forests and the 
forestry would be valuable. The question is why they do not believe it. Personally I do not 
think this is solely because most of them do not identify themselves as forest owners, but also 
due to how their knowledge is perceived by other operators. 
 
The Regional Forestry Board is, as the informants’ quotations previously showed, an 
important source of information for the forest owners. Thus this authority might probably be 
used to stimulate the participation of the local forest owners as well. However, it is evident 
from looking at what the informants thought of the Regional Forestry Board that they did not 
seem to think of this authority as a fruitful discussion partner or someone who spurs them on 
towards participation. Indeed, several comments came out during the interviews which rather 
demonstrated the opposite. According to the quotations below the informants do not feel that 
they can discuss their forestry concerns with representatives of the Regional Forestry Board. 
Experience tells them that it is no use since those representatives do not listen anyway. One 
must also bear in mind that the informants probably have not met all representatives of the 
Regional Forestry Board in their district and that personal chemistry may not always be ideal. 
                                                           
62 LRF is the Federation of Swedish farmers and forest owners. 
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In any case, these statements represent all the districts and I sensed that the informants did 
convey a feeling of being offended or underestimated.  

 
“You have to have good relations with them, and above all the Regional Forestry 
Board. And not become awkward but talk and co-operate. /…/ If you have useful 
contacts you may be in their good books, but if you do not have useful contacts you 
might be worse off. And they give good advice too. I think the representatives of the 
Regional Forestry Board in (this district) are competent.” (49)  
 
“They do not say ‘you should do like this, but you may do as you wish’. That is not 
how they put it. They say, ‘This is what you must do’. That is how they advise and if 
you are to stand up to it you really have to stand up to it and take the responsibility 
on your own. Not everybody can do that.” (50)  
 
“If you have a green forestry plan, and they (the Regional Forestry Board) have told 
you what to do in an area. If you argue against them, you do not know what will 
happen. /…/ Have not needed to (argue against them). Maybe, you do not know. It 
would be interesting, to do the opposite. To see what would happen. Maybe they will 
be really mad. No, no, they would just be angry.” (51)  
 
“I cannot talk to those people (from the Regional Forestry Board) at all. I have tried. 
/…/ I wanted to redraw the boundaries (for a key habitat, which partly had been 
felled before the values of nature were known) to make it more unified, but it was 
impossible. There was nothing to do. I could not talk to them. You cannot influence 
them, no way.” (52) 

 
The conclusion which may be drawn from these quotations is that there seems to be no 
dialogue between the forest owners and the Regional Forestry Board. In the first section I 
showed that the informant expects advice or directions from the Regional Forestry Board and 
appreciates them. The Regional Forestry Board informs, but does not, as is demonstrated here, 
ask the forest owner, i.e., the informant, for additional opinions. This, I say, may well 
introduce difficulties into the process of implementing the current Swedish vision of forestry.  
 
In the introduction I argued that the shift in focus within Swedish forestry could be seen as an 
enormous project. Angelöw and Jonsson maintain that local participation in and local support 
for a project are necessary for successful implementation of the project.63 According to 
Stenseke, it is the user of the land who will decide how it will be managed in the end, 
irrespective of all laws and political intentions.64 Since 80 percent of the forests in southern 
Sweden are privately owned, the forest owners’ participation and support may very well be 
the critical point in the creation of sustainable forests. This of course applies to the informants 
and sustainable coastal forests as well. As noted earlier, the informants seem to have 
situation-adapted knowledge of the new forestry legislation. It shows their awareness and 
acceptance of the Regional Forestry Board’s information, but it is hardly a sign of a well-
implemented project.  
 
Stenseke argues that since the administrative authorities work in a structure which implements 
new directives from the top down, the implementation of sustainable land use will be carried 

                                                           
63 Angelöw B. and Jonsson T. (1994) 
64 Stenseke M. (1997) 
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out in this manner as well.65 In this way the receiver, for example the forest owner, does not 
distinguish the new environmental considerations from any other directions. The point, 
however, is that this implementation should differ since its message essentially differs from 
that of previous forestry strategies. Here the forest owners may be seen as key operators, not 
only by their influential position but also by their broad knowledge.  
 
The informants have very valuable knowledge of their local surroundings. Section two made 
that clear. They live and work in this region and they are the ones who still may have the key 
to the “silent knowledge”, i.e., traditions and experiences developed over time and passed on 
generation to generation. Section two showed, for example, that the environmental 
considerations of today are not completely new when looking at the coastal forestry in a 
historical context. The informants were aware of these things, although I do not think that 
they see the overlying connection with the new forestry legislation or consider it to be a shift 
in focus. Unfortunately they personally do not feel that they are encouraged by the Regional 
Forestry Board to present this awareness or knowledge. Hopefully the Regional Forestry 
Board is aware of the informants’ insights into the historical context of coastal forestry and 
values their local knowledge, although such discussion is beyond this investigation. However, 
the informants’ description of the authority’s behaviour in the quotations above indicates that 
it risks missing valuable information if it does not open itself up to two-way communication. 
If the Regional Forestry Board seeks to avoid such loss, then I suggest it should alter its image 
to forest owners and instead highlight the importance of constructive co-operation. 

Concluding discussion 
The aim of the present Bachelor of Science thesis was to investigate the manner in which 
Swedish coastal forest owners define their role in the creation of sustainable coastal forests. 
My attempt has been to demonstrate my understanding of the situation through an analysis of 
the results of the interviews. These results have been discussed in the three previous sections. 
Different issues are raised in the three sections. The first issue concerns the informants’ 
method of shaping their knowledge regarding the existing forestry legislation. The second 
details the preconditions with which the informants are faced when managing their coastal 
forest properties. Finally, the last section deals with the informants’ participation in decision-
making processes and brings up the importance of local knowledge.  
 
The interviews showed that all of the informants considered themselves to be in charge of 
their properties, since they were the owners. Yet most of them did not identify themselves as 
forest owners. Their identification as forest owners was mostly adopted when they actually 
worked with the forest. In other words, they adapted themselves to the situation. This 
situation-adaptation, I would say, recurs throughout the entire investigation. 
 
The informants received assistance from Regional Forestry Board, among others, with the 
management of their properties. According to the interviews, the Regional Forestry Board 
was a very important source of legislative information. Although it has been nine years since 
the shift in focus within Swedish forestry and the implementation of new forestry legislation 
with two equally-weighted objectives, the informants’ knowledge of the matter may be 
described as general, as situation-adapted. The informants did not seem to be informed on the 
overlying aim of the forestry legislation and the attempt to create sustainable forests, probably 
because they had not felt the need to know those things. When the informants ask the 
Regional Forestry Board for advice, for example, or when they absorb information, they 

                                                           
65 ibid. 
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proceed on the basis of their present situation and their individual needs. That is what guides 
their listening, interpretation and, finally, action. A point is therefore that it is important to be 
conscious of the distinction forest owners may put between identifying oneself as a forest 
owner and owning a forest property, i.e., simply the actual holding. At the same time it is 
important to try to understand on what point of view or purpose a certain forest owner base 
his or her forestry.  
 
The characteristics and features of the coastal region influence the coastal forests and coastal 
forestry today as much as it did in the past. Coastal forest owners have always had to consider 
these local preconditions. This has probably led to more considerate forestry practices in the 
coastal region than further inland. These preconditions were already part of the informants’ 
starting-point and it is thus difficult to talk about a shift of focus in this area. The new 
regulations seem more like an adjustment for them. 
 
It is impossible to really define the role of the seven informants when it comes to the creation 
of sustainable forests. That is because they are not that familiar with this concept and have 
hardly taken part in any shift of focus. But in contrast, I argue that coastal forest owners could 
have a very important position in the creation of future sustainable forests. The local 
knowledge they possess and the historical context in which they run their forests are of 
considerable value, not the least to the authorities who are implementing the new focus. 
However, according to the informants there is no dialogue going on between them and the 
Regional Forestry Board. They mean that the Regional Forestry Board does not take an 
interest in their point of view. It seems that there might be some distance between the forest 
owners and the authorities. It also seems that such a dialogue is of importance to the 
informants, since they obviously are offended by the authorities’ lack of interest or respect.  
 
The question is what this will lead to in the future. The political position in Sweden is to 
create sustainable forests and a sustainable forestry. The Regional Forestry Board has been 
commissioned to implement this policy on a regional level, but does not yet appear to have 
succeeded in involving the coastal forest owners in the project. This is evident from the fact 
that the coastal forest owners have not received the impression that this new legislation 
implies any major changes. They continue their management of the forest property based on 
their individual purposes and situations. But the two groups should not have to overlook each 
other. My opinion is that the importance of the coastal forest owners’ local knowledge should 
be recognised. There are many benefits to be gained by involving the forest owners in the 
enterprising vision of Swedish forests.  
 
The interviews reveal that coastal forest owners have much knowledge of their local 
surroundings and context. The present study has shown that their knowledge is very valuable 
in the creation of sustainable forests. However, they do not seem aware of that. It may be that 
they do not think it is of importance to them. So far, the Swedish authorities have put a lot of 
effort in taking inventories of natural values of the forests and pointing out the importance of 
preserving these treasures. How many resources are then allotted to the preservation of local 
knowledge or its stimulation? I think that an inventory of the forest owners’ knowledge would 
bring an even bigger treasure to the creation of sustainable forests. The real challenge is, as I 
see it, to find the means and methods of developing a constructive dialogue between the 
different operators in the forest, one in which the focus is placed on the forest owners. More 
profound communication may also provide a broader understanding of the intentions of the 
Forestry Act and its two equally-weighted objectives, as well as of how to create a sustainable 
coastal region. 
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Enclosures 
 
1. Questionnaire 
 
Introduction; name 
 forest holding – size, for how long, distance? 
 the own forest – time spent, work? 

the forest – main occupation or part occupation, share of income from forestry? 
 How got the forest? What will happen with it in the future? 
 
Forest owner; Do you think of yourself as a forest owner? 

Has the holding of a forest property affected you? Anything that would be 
different if you had not have the forest? 

 Does your forest property bring you any demands? From who? 
 
Productive objective – environmental objective; 

The new forestry legislation in 1994 puts the productive objective and the 
environmental objective on equal footing… → Has this affected you as holder 
of a forest property? Examples? 
When the new legislation came, did you get enough information about it? (To 
be able to act to it) 
How do you interpret the two equalled objectives? 
Seeing the environmental objective, are the demands on the forest owners 
reasonable? 

 
Influence; Do forest owners ought to participate when developing new regulations 

regarding forests and forestry?  
 Have you had the possibility to influence changes in Swedish forestry? 
 Do forest owners ought to participate when developing visions for future 

forestry? 
 
Coastal forestry; 
 Does coastal forestry differ from other forestry? Anything special? Examples? 
 Does it differ, regarding the two equally footed objectives? 
 How do you picture the future of coastal forestry?  

How would you like it to be? How attend this? What does your responsibility 
look like? 

 
2. Citations in Swedish  
 
Shaping knowledge… 

Mmm, det gör jag. I och med att det är stor del av sysselsättningen och stor del av 
mitt intresse är skogen. Det är roligt faktiskt att sköta skog, det är det. (1)  
 
Ja, men inte jämt. När man håller på med det. Visst gör man det. Det är ju en del av 
inkomsten. (2)  
 
Det gör jag i vissa lägen. Men främst tänker jag på mig själv som (huvud-
sysselsättningen). Det tar så stor del av min tid. Skogen kommer vid sidan av. (3)  
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Det är ju skogsägaren själv. Det finns ingen annan som man kan lasta det på. Ansvar 
att sköta den naturligtvis efter de lagar som finns. (4)  

 
Det är ju markägaren tycker jag. Och givetvis då rådgivning från 
Skogsvårdsstyrelsen och så då. Det gäller ju att få rätt råd. /…/ (Vem tycker du ska 
bestämma vad som är ”bra”?) Bra fråga. Det tycker jag är en av fördelarna med det 
här lite mindre bondskogsbruket att folk sköter skogen olika. Då blir det lite 
mångfald i det hela. (5)  

 
Du har ju den lagstiftning som finns. Den gäller ju mig också i allra högsta grad. Plus 
att den gröna skogsbruksplanen är helt suverän där man får de olika bestånden 
kartlagda. Målsättningen är ju att gå igenom varje bestånd för sig under den här 10-
årsperioden som planen gäller. Det går sakta men säkert. (6)  
 
Samhället ställer alltid krav. /…/ De kan hitta på vad som helst. När man startade 
karriären (på 80-talet) var det ett absolut krav på att avverka. Idag så är det ju de här 
miljökraven kors och tvärs. Det är ju hur mycket som helst åt det hållet istället. Nu är 
det mycket mer krav egentligen än vad det var då. Nu ska man ställa upp på alla 
miljökraven. (7)  
 
 (Det kom ju en ny skogsvårdslagstiftning 1994.) 
Jaha du, ja det gjorde det väl.  
(Där ändrade man fokus på hur skogsbruket i Sverige ska bedrivas, så man 
jämställde produktionsmålet med miljömålet. Har det påverkat dig?) 
Det tycker jag egentligen inte för jag tycker att jag försöker ta sån hänsyn ändå i och 
med att jag, att man gör det liksom automatiskt. Att man ser hela skogen, det ska inte 
se dumt ut. (8)  

 
(I den nya skogsvårdslagstiftningen som kom 1994 jämställdes produktionsmålet och 
miljömålet.) 
Hur var det innan?  
(Då hade naturhänsynen inte alls lika stor plats.) 
Nej. 
(Hur har det påverkat dig som skogsägare?) 
Det påverkade mig 10 år tidigare. Jag skulle vilja påstå att det var det jag slogs med 
den här lokala skogsvårdspersonen om. (9)  
 
 (1994 kom den nya skogsvårdslagstiftningen, då jämställdes produktionsmål och 
miljömål. Har det påverkat dig?) 
Inte tänkt på det. Men det är väl för att man inte är hundraprocentigt engagerad i alla, 
skog, jordbruk och fisket. (10)  

 
(Fick du information om lagen när den kom?) 
Sannolikt men jag tänkte inte särskilt mycket på det. (11)  
 
 (Tycker du att du fick tillräcklig information när den nya lagen kom?) 
Absolut noll information.  
(Har du själv tagit reda på vad som gäller i efterhand?) 
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Det blir man informerad om efteråt. De kommer hit efteråt. Sen får man veta vad 
som hänt med andra skogsägare, hur de blir drabbade och hur de agerar. (12)  
 
 (När den här lagen kom, fick du då tillräcklig information så du kunde förhålla dig 
till den?) 
Nej det vet jag inte. Men det kan bero på mig själv, det är svårt att hinna med och 
läsa och begrunda. (13)  

 
Man måste satsa lite på varje. Därför kan man inte sätta sig in i allt. Det får andra 
göra istället. Så får man ta hjälp av dem, som Skogsvårdsstyrelsen, Södra och allt vad 
de heter. /…/ Om man ska göra nåt i skogen, t.ex. stämpla, tar man som regel kontakt 
med t.ex. Skogsvårdsstyrelsen /…/ de har ju lagarna. (14)  

 
Det diskuterar man ju när man tittar på hygget, hur man ska göra. För de (Södra) har 
ju sina direktiv hur mycket som ska lämnas. (15)  

 
Skogsvårdsstyrelsen ger ju råd och rekommendationer kostnadsfritt och det är en bra 
tjänst. Bland annat stämplade de en nyckelbiotop som vi gick in i tidigare i år. (16)  

 
Och då litar vi på Skogsvårdsstyrelsen och det kan man väl? Vi själva vet ju inte. 
(17)  

 
Sustainable forestry in coastal areas… 

Visst är det skillnad på förutsättningarna. /…/ boniteten är inte överdrivet hög och 
kvaliteten på virket är inte överdrivet hög. Det blir röta i det ibland. (18)  
 
Skogen här vid kusten, tallarna blir helt klart kortare är inåt landet. Det växer ganska 
bra ändå, förvånansvärt bra jordmån även om det ser kargt ut. /…/ Det är mycket 
berg. (19)  
 
Man ska inte gallra lika hårt i kanter och så för att det inte ska blåsa ner. Sådana 
saker. (20)  

 
Procentuellt är tallinslaget större än inåt landet också. Ju längre in man kommer är 
det ju bara gran överallt. Men det här lever vi med sen de gamla tiderna, använder 
åkrarna till att planera gran på. Det är inte förrän på senare år som det här med 
blandskog fått en renässans igen, att man sätter lövinslag i barret. Och detta tror jag 
man kunnat behålla bättre vid kusten i och med att vi har de här naturliga 
skillnaderna med berg och sänkor. (21)  

 
/…/ det blir ju svårare att transportera när det är mycket berg /…/ man måste ha 
vägar så det blir billiga transporter så man slipper ligga och köra med skogsmaskiner 
för då blir det inget kvar av nettot. (22) 
 
Allt virke måste fraktas härifrån och (med frakten från ön) blir det alltid mindre 
pengar kvar för timmerbiten än (om den kommer från fastlandet). (23)  
 
Vill du skifta här på land i november och kör ut det till bilväg i december kanske de 
kan hämta det i januari. Gör du exakt samma sak här, kommer de inte och hämtar det 
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förrän april, maj. Så du får snabbare betalning (på fastlandet) än (på ön). Det går inte 
att göra nånting åt. (24)  

 
Om du avverkar ett större område (på fastlandet) så har du världens chans att flisa ris 
och sånt. Det går lätt. Men här blir ingenting kvar efter frakten. (Jag) anser att riset 
ska ligga kvar i skogen, men det är väl många som inte vill ha det. Men jag anser att 
det blir näring för nästa planta. Men det är också en grej. För det blir lika mycket ris 
här som du hugger här som där. (25)  

 
Men det är kanske lite speciellt så här med kustnära skog, att man inte helt enkelt får 
avverka överallt. /…/ Det är väl om det är väldigt strandnära eller så som jag kan 
tänka mig. /…/ Man får tänka att det ska se trevligt ut från sjön tycker jag. (26)  

 
Ja det är väl strandskyddet. Man får inte hugga så nära kanten. /…/ du måste lämna 
och det är väl det rörliga friluftslivet eller vad det heter, turismen. Det är de som, och 
det är klart, det ser väl inte så vackert ut med kalhyggen ner mot sjön. (27)  

 
Framförallt tycker jag att det är viktigt att man följer naturens kanter då, berg och 
sånt, och jag försöker lämna fröträd då /…/ Och så lämnar avverkningskillarna 
högstubbar och sånt. (28)  
 
Ja, att det finns ett miljömål. Med tanke på hur man gör hyggen idag och hur man gör 
högstubbar och ser till att lämna skog vid vattendrag. /…/ Det avspeglas lite grann i 
prissättningen också. Är du certifierad får du en krona eller nån krona mer per 
kubikmeter. (29)  
 
Man höjer ju ribban hela tiden med de här miljömålen. Man tänker nog mer på det. 
/…/ Det är något som man blir mer och mer medveten om och jobbar med. /…/ Det 
är såna här typiska exempel på att man lämnar en ridå mot en å t.ex. Tänker sig för… 
lämnar högstubbar på hyggen och lämnar en del träd. Det är klart, jag tittar 
noggrannare på om det finns några speciella värden som man inte ska ge sig in i. Och 
det vet jag ju att jag har några stycken, som får stå. (30)  
 
Vi tyckte efteråt att det såg skräpigt ut för det låg ganska mycket kvar, du vet grenar 
och sånt, men det ska det ju göra. För växter, djur, kryp, svampar och sånt där. Och 
nu ser det annorlunda ut, nu har det liksom ruttnat ner. (31)  

 
Om det nu handlar om skogen vid kusten finns det näst intill inget som kan tala emot 
det (mer naturhänsyn). Den här skogen kan vi behöva bevara på något rimligt sätt. 
Det är inte så jäkla mycket heller och det är inte så hög bonitet i det här området. (32)  
 
Det kom fram mycket blommor som jag kommer ihåg sen jag var liten, och de fanns 
ju inte när de började med det här (skärgårdsblädning). /…/ Det har vi sett nu när vi 
gått och tittat, att det kommit lite annat. /…/ Vi ser ju att det var värt att göra det. /…/ 
Det blev ju inte så mycket pengar över utav det här, men vi ser ju att det blev bra, att 
det blev fint. Och det tycker vi faktiskt är viktigt. (33)  
 
För min del, det lilla jag vet om det, så har det inte gjort mig något. Att det ska 
lämnas, träd och stubbar, mig gör det inget. Vindfällen ska ju ligga med, det gör 
inget. /…/ Man måste väl själv kunna ta lite hänsyn med tycker jag. (34)  
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Att man tar hänsyn tycker jag är rimligt alltså. Men sen sättet kanske, det är ju 
hänsyn hela tiden, det är ju vilket som är bra och så här. Det är svårt att veta liksom 
vilket som ger bäst effekt. (35)  
 
/…/ de hittar ju rödlistade arter överallt. På alla ytor nästan. Nyckelbiotoper kan hysa 
värdefulla arter. Ja, jag är lite kluven faktiskt. Jag tycker man ska skydda skog men 
det får inte bli för mycket. Inte för godtyckligt framförallt. (36)  

 
Ja det var det ju (ett värde i att spara), men det går ju inte idag. Det var ingen vettig 
människa som gick och högg ner den där skiten (enstaka träd på ett berg), den kan ju 
lika gärna stå. Men det går inte idag. Det måste bort, annars klipper de (myndigheter) 
produktionsskog runtomkring. Det blir ju helsjukt. Jag har själv sett det. /…/ De 
(inventerare) sa att det här var en urskog. ”Vaddå urskog” sa jag. ”Här finns för farao 
ingen urskog. Jag var ju där för fem till åtta år sedan och gallrade, det kan inte vara 
någon urskog.” Då hade de hittat två gamla ekar som stod uppe på ett berg. Ja, de 
kan väl stå där uppe tyckte jag. ”Men då måste du skydda dem, då måste du ta 
alltihop med skogen runtomkring.” ”Men det är väl ingen urskog?” ”Nej, men om du 
låter den vara i 20 år så kommer den bli det.” Då är det helt meningslöst att göra 
inventeringar och vad fan som helst. Då kan man bara rita in fyrkanter i skogen. Det 
vet ju jag med att om ingen sköter skogen då blir det ju urskog. Så det är helt 
meningslöst. (37)  
/…/ 
På sikt kommer de (myndigheterna) att förstöra en jäkla massa naturvärden. Idag, 
allting som det finns en chans att det kommer bli nyckelbiotop, det är det första som 
man måste kapa ner. Det gör alla skogsägare idag. Sånt där är livsfarligt att ha kvar. 
Hittar nån sånt där, då åker det direkt. Då tar de flera hektar som ska skyddas. /…/ Så 
de är experter på att förstöra naturvärden på det här viset.” (38)  

 
De här naturvärdena, de finns där för att skogsägare sparat dem tidigare. Inte för att 
inventerarna hittat dem. (39)  
 
Och (föregående ägare) var väldigt, påstår (de från Skogsvårdsstyrelsen) att, de 
menar på att (ägaren) var en riktig skogsman. (Föregående ägare) gjorde det mesta 
som det skulle göras, fast det var för längesen. Som det skulle göras då, men även 
som det ska göras idag tydligen. (Föregående ägare) hade gjort på ett visst sätt. 
(Föregående ägare) skövlade ju inte skogen utan (Föregående ägare) högg själv i 
skogen på vintrarna och gallrade ut det (föregående ägare) tyckte. Det var tydligen 
bra. (40)  

  
… gör det mesta själv i skogen. Innan hjälpte (släkting) till med. För två år sedan var 
det så pass mycket att, mitt uppe på ön. Det var gammal skog och halvdålig. Då tog 
vi ut maskin och gjorde ett kalhygge, föryngringsyta heter det. Det är väl enda 
gången vi använt maskin. Men det blev ju fint, om man fixar till det efteråt. (41)  
 
Som jag ser det här så är det viktigt att, just det här med kusten, är att det kan 
fortsätta att vara ungefär som det är. Att allt, skog och marker sköts och underhålls 
på ett riktigt sätt. Det tror jag är viktigt. Att det inte försvinner eller nåt. Vi är ju 
därifrån och vi har våra rötter där. (42)  
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The treatment of local knowledge 
Självklart. Det måste vara den naturliga remissinstansen för dem som bestämmer i de 
här frågorna. Sen i vilken utsträckning det sker och vilka konstellationer eller händer 
man skickar remiss till…, om det är enskilda skogsägare eller om det är 
sammanslutningar. Skogsägarna måste vara med på något sätt. (43)  

 
De som kan sätta sig in i det, de ska (vara delaktiga). Det är vissa som gör det, inte 
jag om man säger så. Det finns ju de som är väldigt intresserade och sätter sig in i 
saker, då tycker jag att de ska få säga sin mening. (44)  
 
Kanske inte sådana skogsägare som vi, men vanliga normala tror jag absolut ska vara 
delaktiga. För jag menar det är ju ändå ens egen skog och man ska ju ha någonting 
att säga till om. Det tycker jag. (45)  

 
Det gör ju mina organisationer i så fall, LRF. (46)  
 
Nej, möjlighet har väl alla, men inget vad jag gjort. Man kan uttrycka sin åsikt när 
man pratar med folk från Södra och så kan de föra det vidare i sin tur. /…/ På så sätt 
kan man säga att man påverkar. (47)  
 
Nej, jag kan inte säga det (att jag varit delaktig). Södra är vi ju medlemmar i och det 
är ju en instans. Där har de ju möten som man kan deltaga i. Södra är den 
organisationen som ligger närmast mig och jag känner de ombud som åker på 
konferenser och grejer. Så indirekt kan man väl påverka där. (48)  
 
Man måste ha bra relationer med de här, framförallt Skogsvårdsstyrelsen då. Och 
inte sätta sig på tvären utan prata då och samarbeta. /…/ Har man bra kontakt kan 
man ligga soligt till, men har man inte bra kontakt kan man nog ligga lite halvtjurigt 
till. Så ger de bra råd med. Jag tycker de är bra på Skogsvårdsstyrelsen i (detta 
distrikt). (49)  
 
Det är inte så att de säger ”man kan göra så där, men du kan göra som du vill”. Så 
säger de inte. ”Så här ska du göra”, säger de. Så kommer rådet och ska man stå emot 
det så får man fan stå emot det och ta ansvaret själv. Och det är inte alla som klarar 
det. (50)  
 
Har man en skogsbruksplan då, och på ett område har de (från Skogsvårdsstyrelsen) 
sagt så och så ska du göra där. Om man argumenterar emot vet man inte hur det blir. 
/…/ Har inte behövt det (argumentera emot). Det är kanske, det vet man inte. Det 
skulle vara spännande, att göra tvärtom. För att se vad som hände. De blir kanske 
jättearga. Nej, nej, de blir bara sura av det. (51)  
 
Jag kan överhuvudtaget inte prata med människorna (från Skogsvårdsstyrelsen). Jag 
har försökt. /…/ Jag ville dra om gränserna (för en nyckelbiotop som till viss del 
avverkats innan naturvärdena blev kända) så det skulle bli lite mer enhetligt, men det 
gick inte. Det gick inte att göra något. Det går inte att prata med dem. Påverka dem 
går inte, ingen chans. (52)  

 
 


